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SALAZAR: NEW BROOM AT DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR
Board of Directors

Dear Friend:

Judy Rodd - President

On January 22, 2009 Ken Salazar, our new Secretary of the Department of Interior
(DOI), spoke to Fish and Wildlife Service and other DOI employees about his plans for
the agency. The Service has been criticized by Friends of Blackwater and by many other
conservation groups and elected officials, like West Virginia Congressman Nick Rahall.
Past Fish and Wildlife decisions have reflected a political bias and are not based on good
science. It was encouraging that Secretary Salazar made the following statement:

Paul Hill - Vice-President
Jeannie Dalporto - Secretary
Donna Cook - Treasurer
Sheila McEntee
Mary Krueger
Tom Rodd
David Hammer
Paul Fantetti
Advisory Board
Karen Coria
Annie Dillard - Author
Kitty Dooley, Esq.
Larry Groce - Director,
Mountain Stage

Jason Halbert
Alan Karlin, Esq.

“As I told the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee during my confirmation
hearing, my priorities are many and I want to go through them this morning. One of those
priorities will be to lead the Interior Department with openness in decision-making, high ethical
standards, and with respect for scientific integrity.”

Ken Salazar with his
granddaughter. We hope he
follows through and protects
the environment for her
generation

“In the last few years, this Department has suffered because of ethical lapses and criminal
activity at the highest level. That doesn’t mean to say that the people of the Department of the Interior are
bad people, because they are not. You know how one apple in a bushel can spoil the whole bushel? There has
been, essentially, a picture of this department that has been painted unfairly on the backs of career employees
because of the actions of political appointees. That era is now changing. A new era starts today. …. I pledge to
you that we will ensure the Interior Department’s decisions are based on sound science and the public interest,
and not on the special interests. I want the public to be proud of the department’s work, and I want those who
work for the department to be proud of their service.”
Salazar also spoke hopefully about National Parks, National Rivers, and other public lands administered
by the DOI:

Joe Riffenberger -

“President Obama has given us work to do. We will do it right away. In the coming weeks, the new
Administration will be creating, with Congress, a new strong economic recovery plan that will help create jobs,
build our clean energy economy for the future, and remake America. … The package, which hopefully will be
completed in the next several weeks, will include what will be a historic first time investment in our National
Park System, in our dams, in our trail systems, and other aspects of this department. As it takes formation, it
is going to give us all who are assembled here today and those who are watching across the country a great
opportunity to do those things people have dreamt about but have simply not been able to do over many,
many decades. For example, think about the Centennial of the National Park system in the year 2016. I want
our national park systems and our treasured landscapes to be the best they have ever been. This economic
stimulus package will help us move in that direction in a very important way.”

J. Lawrence Smith -

We will be watching to see if Secretary Salazar lives up to his promises. It sounds like a good beginning!
									
Sincerely,

Patrick McGinley Professor of Law

Deborah McHenry, Esq.
Rafe Pomerance former US Deputy
Assistant Secretary of
State for Environment
Wildlife Biologist
Author

Steve White, Esq.
Titles for identification purposes only.

Staff
Judy Rodd, Director
Holly Ash
John Brown
Lori Halderman
Betsi Lusher
Brandae Mullins
Julie Palas

									

Canyon Purchase Update!
Governor Joe Manchin has managed to keep
$5,000,000 dollars available for a Blackwater
purchase. The terms set out by the West Virginia
Legislature in the June supplemental budget
required a certified appraisal and letter of intent
to purchase by January 1, 2009. Both these
conditions have been met, which allows for
negotiations to continue on a Blackwater Canyon
land purchase.
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Judy Rodd

SNOWSHOE RESORT

'S GINNY? WE DON'T THINK SO!

On December 29, 2008, Snowshoe Resort in Randolph County announced that they were
protecting 233 acres of habitat for “Ginny,” the West Virginia northern flying squirrel. Of course,
any and all protection of sensitive habitat is to the good – but sad to say, there’s really not
much to celebrate.
Back before the Bush administration kicked Ginny off the endangered species list,
the federal government required Snowshoe’s protection plan – because the resort’s housing
development was going to wipe out a big piece of Ginny’s preferred habitat.
Then, guess what happened? Snowshoe supported Ginny’s de-listing. Yep -- with Ginny off the
endangered species list, Snowshoe – which owns nearly 10,00 acres -- is free to cut down all
of Ginny’s threatened and sensitive habitat, scattered along the scenic ridge lines of the High
Alleghenies. No more pesky habitat protection plans!
While de-listing advocates were trying to say that Ginny loves parking lots, long-time flying
squirrel experts strenuously objected to the removal of federal protection. Dr. John Pagels,
professor at Virginia Commonwealth University, has studied the squirrel for 35 years. He said in his
comments in 2007, “delisting the WVN flying squirrel is … delisting an ecosystem . The WVNFS is now the
gate to prevent entrance and further perturbation of
that system and its many components”.
Dr. Peter Weigl at Wake Forest University, whose 43 years of research on the squirrel make him the world’s leading expert,
commented, “The small disjunct populations of squirrels of the central and southern Appalachians appear particularly vulnerable
to any further modification or reduction of their habitats.” Both experts cite climate change and forest fragmentation -- particularly
older growth northern forests -- as important threats to Ginny’s mountain home. Friends of Blackwater’s lawyers are preparing a
court challenge to the Fish and Wildlife Service’s removal of Ginny’s federal protection. With our 27 partner groups in the “SOS! –
Save Our Squirrel “ Coalition – and the voices of thousands of of citizens who will not stand for this assault on the Highlands ecology
-- we’re going to protect Ginny and her mountain home!

THE RAVEN: WINGED SYMBOL OF WILD BLACKWATER
When the snow lays heavy and the air
seems frozen into crystal stillness, the
wilderness expanses of Dolly Sods appear
forbidding and lifeless. The scene is mute
until a guttural croaking shatters the
stillness and the black form of a raven is set
sharply against spruce draped in snow. By
grit and wits, ravens can survive in the most
inhospitable places.
Ravens are ingenious and highly
adaptable creatures that can find food and
survive under extreme conditions in the
harshest of environments. Ancient Native
Americans accorded the big bird clad in black
a place of prominence in their folklore and
legends from its demonstration of cunning
and superior action over most birds.
Closely related to the familiar crow
and blue jay, ravens are present throughout
the Northern Hemisphere and in North
America are found in such diverse habitat
and localities as western desert and the far
tundra of Canada. They have one of the
largest overall brain sizes among birds and
experiments have shown they are capable
of decision making and even demonstrate
an ability at counting.
The raven has long been associated with
wilderness America, the primeval scene of

long ago and places that remain primitive
even yet.
Historian Joseph Doddridge noted in his
monumental history of western Virginia and
Pennsylvania, Notes On Settlements and
Indian Wars, the abundance of ravens at
the time of settlement. Many would be seen
with scavengers such as vultures around the
carcass of a large animal.
The indiscriminate killing of all wildlife and
the total removal of the forest throughout the
Alleghenies hastened the disappearance
of the bird. Vast areas along the west
slopes of the mountains became a
wasteland almost devoid of wildlife. Ravens
may have fared better to the east with the
ridge and valley topography offering a more
diverse habitat.
A small remnant population survived
in the mountain fastness and ravens were
returning to places in the early decades of
the last century where they had long been
absent. With the exception of the nesting
season, ravens join in numbers in activities
of a communal nature. I counted twenty
preparing to roost near the lake at Seneca
State Forest one evening at dusk in late
August, 1965.
Ravens remain paired for life and

by J. Lawrence Smith

select a
rock ledge without danger of predators or the
crotch of a large evergreen for the location
of their nest. The bulky nest of large sticks
will measure up to four feet across and be
lined with such material as fur, hair, moss and
lichen. From three to seven blue-green eggs
spotted with brown hatch after an incubation
period of three weeks.
Seeing and hearing ravens is almost
assured along the rim of Blackwater Canyon
where they are often seen performing aerial
acrobatics and having much the look of a
hawk in flight. Emblematic of high mountains
and rocky crags, the raven embodies the soul
of wildness.
Page 3
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REBECCA HARDING DAVIS: NOVELIST ON THE BLACKWATER

																	
																	

Even though a forbidding place, the
mystery and majesty of the wilderness
land encompassing Blackwater Canyon and
Canaan Valley drew stalwart adventurers like a
magnet. Sportsmen with a literary bent such
as Philip Pendleton Kennedy and David Hunter
Strother sang
the praises of
this remote
land in The
Blackwater
Chronicle
and Virginian
C a n a a n .
R e b e c c a
Harding Davis
was an author
of
some
note in late
Nineteenth
C e n t u r y
American
literature
who wrote a
narrative of a
trek into these
primeval
places.
Rebecca
Harding was born in 1831
at Washington, Pennsylvania,
but her family later settled
at Wheeling where she spent
much of her youth.
She
was born into a family that valued learning
and gained her early education
through tutoring at home. She
acquired a love of books early in
life and expanded her knowledge
as an inveterate reader.
In 1863, she married
journalist, L. Clark Davis and
they moved to Philadelphia where
he later became editor of The
Public Ledger newspaper. Having
observed factory conditions in
Wheeling and elsewhere, Mrs. Davis
wrote Life In the Iron Mills which
won for her a place in the emergence
of realism in American literature. Of
her longer works, her first novel,
Margaret Howth, is most often
considered her best. “By-Paths In the
Mountains” is the story of vacationers
seeking new adventure published in Harper’s
New Monthly Magazine in July, 1880.
In the story in Harper’s, vacationers
are traveling by rail from Cumberland and
join in conversation with Judge Hixley. The
judge had spent his youth recklessly, but with
the errors of his ways in the past, sought peace
of mind and spirit on a farm in the hills. With

vivid description, he tells his new
acquaintances of the wonders of
Canaan. Mrs. Mulock insists that
such a place of primitive nature
where few had trod would become
their objective.
They spent the night at Deer
Park “a favorite mountain resort for
fashionable people from Baltimore,
Cumberland and Wheeling.” The
hotel held a place of prominence in
the town surrounded by cottages.
Once inside, they encountered
women impeccably dressed in the
latest fashions with handsome
escorts engaged in gossip and
frivolous chatter. Neatly dressed
servants hurried about while notes
rose from the piano to fill the room
with an air of romance.
Once in Oakland, they
hired a team and wagon that was
described as “a couple of stout
mules harnessed to what appeared
to be an undertaker’s wagon”
to take them in search of their
destination. They traveled to the
house of William Deakins that would
be the last vestige of civilization before plunging
into the uncertain depths of the wilderness.
Jerry Browning, son of the great hunter Meshach
Browning, was enlisted as guide to spare them
from possibly wandering aimlessly.
Anxious to again be on the trail,
they departed at an early hour on
“pack horses and carried in bags
slung behind, bread, cooking
utensils, coffee and pork.” Upon
entering the pathless forest,
they are warned to not
lose sight of members of
the party to spare them
becoming hopelessly lost
in a labyrinth of dense
laurel and starving to
death. The trees often
towered to a height
of a hundred feet or
more and at times “the
horses literally broke the
path for miles through
waving forest of fern.”
For sleeping
accommodations they
fashioned small, barkcovered huts with a
bed of hemlock boughs
for some comfort. The
men were soon off to wet
their fishing lines in the
rushing Blackwater to hook
brook trout for supper. After
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by J. Lawrence Smith

feasting on trout and
stories told of personal
adventures, the weary
campers drifted off to
sleep. The only sound
that broke the stillness
of night was the hooting
of a Great Horned Owl
prowling the darkness.
In order to view
the grandeur of the
great falls, they hiked
eight miles the following
morning. They were
faced with descending
“sheer precipices where
the misstep of an inch
would hurl the climber
into the river a hundred
feet below.” The remote
location and solitude of
the place generates a
certain enchantment that
brings one to “think of it
forever after with a sense
of possession: it belongs
to you and to nobody
else.”
Something of that same mood may be a part
of our experience when we first saw the falls or
peered into the depths of the canyon. Images of
such places away from the ordinary in life become
cherished possessions in our world where places
of wildness and solitude are increasingly difficult
to find. Memories of sights and sounds of wild
grandeur and primitive beauty become more
cherished with the passage of time.
It seems a bit ludicrous that the characters
in Davis’ story are intent on finding a place of
primeval nature for vacationing in the uncrowded
world of over a century ago. This points up the
need for the continued preservation and expanded
protection of parcels on land encompassing
the falls, canyon and unique facets of Canaan
Valley. Here, both now and in the future, we find

Rebecca Harding Davis

Wild and Wonderful: FOB Members Share Their
Feelings About Wilderness

Wilderness and the Loving Eye
The federal Wilderness Act of 1964
recognizes, as the poet William Bronk writes,
that we humans live—always—in what Bronk
called “the permanence of ignorance.” Human
knowledge is temporal and provisional.
Temporal: Human knowledge is bound by
the time in which we know what we know,
and provisional: it is only true provided that
most everything else we think we know is
also true. The Wilderness Act applies this
humility about how we know things to the
land and its community of life.
This essence of the Wilderness Act lies in its
use of untrammeled to define the essential
character of wilderness, its wildness. To leave
land untrammeled is to refuse to project onto
that land our human desires. To leave land
untrammeled is to leave it free from getting
enmeshed in our thinking and our propensity
to manipulate.
It is to honor the land as it is, to let it
be self-willed, and to let it live by its own
inherent processes, free of manipulation.
Wouldn’t that be a lovely outcome for
Blackwater Canyon?
Guardians, Not Gardeners
As Bill McKibben writes, the question
about human knowledge is at least as old
as the Hebrew Scriptures’ Book of Job.
In it God questions Job’s knowledge and

by Ed Zahniser

understanding. “Where were you when I
drew a circle on the face of the deep?” God
asks Job. “Where were you when I laid the
foundations of the Earth?” “Can you bind the
chains of the Pleiades, or loose the cords of
Orion?” Human knowledge is temporal and
provisional.
The question that untrammeled asks is
similar: To what imminent future are we
the past that will be contradicted? Having
no sure answer, we must be guardians of
wilderness and not gardeners. We must
protect wilderness at its boundary, not by
manipulations inside it. Humility is the portal
for entry into any wilderness.
My father Howard Zahniser (1906–1964)
is credited as the primary author and
chief lobbyist for the Wilderness Act.
He wrote that one potential benefit of
experiencing wilderness is that it can convey
to us the reality that we are dependent and
interdependent—as well as independent—
members of the whole community of life
on Earth that derives its existence from the
Sun. And we may recognize that we truly
prosper only as the whole community of life
on Earth prospers.

humility before wilderness and the wildness
it protects. As theologian Sallie McFague
suggests, we need not stay stuck in our
subject-to-object relationship with the
world’s otherness. We have the option of
relating subject-to-subjects (plural) with that
wonderful Otherness, the whole community
of life on Earth.
M c Fa g u e p r o m o t e s a n “ a t t e n t i o n
epistemology,” a way of knowing that
feminist Marilyn Frye likens to the loving eye:
“The loving eye knows the independence of
the other . . . It is the eye of one who knows
that to know the seen, one must consult
something other than one’s own will and
interests and fears and imagination.”
The fate of wilderness used to
be subject to the whim of federal land
managers. But under the Wilderness Act, it
now takes an Act of Congress to designate
wilderness—or to change its boundaries or
protected status. The Wilderness Act casts a
loving eye on the land. It knows and honors
the land’s independence.

Ed Zahniser lives in Shepherdstown, W.Va. The Wilderness
Act created the National Wilderness Preservation System,
which now protects 107 million acres of federal public lands,
including 80,852 acres in six areas in West Virginia. To learn
“The Loving Eye Knows the
how you can support new wilderness proposals for West
Independence of the Other”
Virginia go to www.wvwild.org. Learn more about wilderness
The Wilderness Act asks of us a profound at www.wilderness.net.

DISORDER: ORDER of THE DAY
by J. Lawrence Smith

The face of our immediate environment of boards, bricks and asphalt is constantly
changing. The wrecking ball and the carpenter create a cacophony of sounds as
buildings come and go. This frenzy often results in cities that are a discordant hodgepodge that while utilitarian, hardly projects a pleasing visual impression. At many
places, disorder seems to have become the order of the day.
The forms and functions of nature are at peace with one another, but we are
in many ways invaders who have shattered that peace. We, even though often
without deliberateness, are inflicting disorder on the natural scene. Nature, while
remaining somewhat natural, is often robbed of its vibrancy when left to the devices
of humankind.
We must set aside and declare inviolate parcels of our wilderness heritage that
will forever remind us of the grandeur that was once present on every hand. Places
where we can roam free of the clutter of civilization are becoming fewer every day.
Such places of retreat will offer all generations sites for rest in body and spirit.
May we as supporters of Friends of Blackwater Canyon resolve with our voices
and dollars in 2009 to claim for protection greater parcels in the Land of Blackwater.
Let us move beyond merely a vision to take steps to draw closer to the reality of
Blackwater Canyon National Park.
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CCCCC

New Faces for the New Year CCCCC

You may have noticed several new names on our Board of Directors, Advisory Board and Staff directories located on page 2 of this newsletter. We are growing and making structural changes here at Friends of Blackwater and we would like to introduce you to our ever growing group of overseers, advisors and employees.

Donna Cook

Mary Krueger

Tom Rodd

Lori Halderman

Donna Cook’s primary goal is
protecting the natural landscape
of the Allegheny Mountain and
preserving her rural heritage. Her
love of the mountain environment
and her commitment to preserving
the land took root as a child growing
up on a small farm in the steep
rocky terrain east of the Allegheny
Front. Her father and neighboring
farmers summered sheep and cattle
on the beautiful high plateau of the
Allegheny Mountains through public
and private land leases. The open
range extended from the Old Stoney
River Dam to south of Red Creek
encompassing what would later
become the Dolly Sods Wilderness.
A frequent visitor to the mountain range with family and friends, she was
instilled with a feeling of responsibility to protect the natural environment.
She first met Judy Rodd at a Friends of Blackwater Canyon (FOB)
function at the Blackwater Falls Lodge and was inspired and encouraged
by Judy’s vision, persistence and steadfast determination to protect
the Canyon. Since then, she has worked with FOB in preserving the
Canyon as well as other special places including Bear Rocks; Stack Rocks,
Dolly Sods North and the Helmick Run Wetlands. She is co-founder of
the Friends of the Allegheny Front and a charter and board member of
Stewards of the Potomac Highlands.
Donna is retired from the Department of Housing and Urban
Development where she served as a Management Analyst. In 1989,
she and her husband purchased the farm adjacent to her home place.
They have since restored the farm and designed and built a 7 stall
horse barn with living quarters on the site of the old homestead. She
appreciates time spent on her farm will her horses and other pets—cats,
chickens, and guineas. Late at night, she delights in hearing the Great
Pyrenees dogs as they roam the spurs of the Allegheny guarding the
sheep and goats on her home place. Meanwhile, she is working with land
conservation groups to develop permanent preservation easements on
her property.

Mary Krueger is a Forest Policy Analyst with
The Wilderness Society (TWS). Her work
focuses on forest planning, the projects that
implement those plans and the legal and
regulatory framework that guides federal
land management. In addition to her work
up and down the east coast, Mary works on
priority plans and projects across the country in order to ensure unacceptable precedents are not set. Mary is one of TWS’s
resident “policy jack of all trades”, working on everything from timber modeling in
Alaska to endangered species protection in
WV to cultural resource preservation in CO.
She also tracks federal policy and regulatory
changes and prepares TWS comments on
same. Prior to her work at TWS, she spent
11 years with the U.S. Forest Service, first
as an archaeologist, and then as a National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) compliance
reviewer and forest planner.
In her spare minutes, Mary adopts older special needs cats and dogs. She can
teach you how to give subcutaneous fluids, pill a cantankerous cat and has a million
recipes to get elderly animals to eat.
Mary first met Judy at a weekend NEPA training session in Vermont in 2001. Before the weekend was over, Judy had Mary engaged in protecting the flying squirrel
and the Blackwater Canyon. That work has continued to this day. Mary now also
works on keeping inappropriate oil and gas and wind energy development off the
Monongahela NF. All this work has caused West Virginia to hold a special place in
her heart.

Tom Rodd is 62
years young and for
forty-plus of those
years has been
married to Friends
of Blackwater’s
Director Judy Rodd.
Tom recently retired
from his state job
as a Supreme Court
law clerk and is
back practicing law
-- currently at the
Calwell Practice in
Charleston. Tom
plays the banjo
for fun, and likes
paddling canoes and
kayaks in West Virginia streams and rivers. Tom and Judy have four
grandchildren and Tom is hopeful that under a new Administration in
Washington we will see a turnaround in the policies that have held
America back from being a better country for all of its citizens, not
just the well-to-do. Tom’s selfish goal in joining FOB’s Board is to
get the entire Blackwater Canyon into public ownership soon so he
can spend more time with Judy!

Lori Haldeman moved to
Helvetia, WV in 1986, living where
her grandparents settled in the
1860’s. She is currently living in
the Thomas, Canaan Valley area
and has been
involved with the arts and
community since 1991. As a potter
she finds connections with her art
and the natural world and is interested in
preserving our environment and
the health of our planet.
Lori has supported the campaign to protect Blackwater Canyon
for 10 years,

Dave Hammer
David Hammer, 45, of
Shepherdstown, WV is married to
Effie Kallas and the father of three
little West Virginians. Besides his
family, David is most proud of his
work as one of five drafters of the
Farmland Protection Act; he smiles
just a little more every time another
farmland easement is added to the
12,000 West Virginia acres now
protected under perpetual Farmland
Protection easements.
David spends his days as a lawyer advocating for victims of sexual
harassment, job discrimination, and workers denied their wages, at the
Martinsburg based law firm of Hammer, Ferretti & Schiavoni.
Among his self described endearing characteristics, besides being
cantankerous and dense, David says he is naturally stubborn and thus
well suited to the task of environmental protection.

Paul Fantetti

Paul Fantetti of Clendenin, WV is a highly energetic, environmentally conscious
person who has joined the FOB Board of Directors.   Paul originally hails from
Cincinnati, Ohio and chose WV’s beautiful mountains as the place he calls home. He
is a private contractor with a background in all types of construction.
Paul is also an avid open boater who has completed numerous first descents
in WV and around the country. He has many ties with boating
community that is such a big part of Friends of Blackwater and is
passionate about water quality issues facing all of West Virginia’s
streams and rivers.
In addition, Paul is a great community organizer having
organized several highly
successful cleanup
projects in his hometown
that included REAP grant
sponsored cleanups that
generated the cleanup
of over ten tons of trash
and the removal of
approximately 7500 used
tires.
(For more info on
cleanups contact FOB at
877-982-5263 or email
outreach@saveblackwater.
org.)
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collecting
money
and
petition names, giving out newsletters
and bumper stickers at her store, the Art
Company of Davis. This artists co-op
closed in 2008 and now Lori is helping
Friends of Blackwater as a staffer for the
North Fork Watershed Project.

Julie Palas
Julie Palas is the J. R. Clifford Project
Manager for Friends of Blackwater and
comes to us with five years of knowledge
and experience about West Virginia’s first
African American attorney, acting as the
Stage Manager for over 20 performances
throughout the state of J. R. Clifford and the
Carrie Williams Case while serving as Law
Clerk for Justice Larry V. Starcher and the
Special Projects Counsel for the Supreme
Court of Appeals.
Julie received her Doctor of Jurisprudence
degree from the Appalachian School of Law
in 2001, where she had the opportunity to
intern as a law clerk in the Office of Civil
Rights at the U.S. Department of Justice
in Washington, D.C. Julie became editor of the school newspaper,
Res Ipsa, and was a charter member of the Appalachian Women In
Law and Student Coordinator for the mandatory community service
program.
Julie enjoyed a variety of careers before becoming a lawyer, such
as a painter, photographer, industrial scrap metal artist, private
investigator, teacher for grades K-12, events manager, executive
assistant for a famous French restaurateur, administrative director
for a non-profit legal reform organization, and office manager for a
Member of the US Congress.
Julie enjoys spending time with friends and family, watching
movies, creating a variety of artwork, seeing justice at work,
expanding her horizons, travelling near and far, eating great food,
growing tomatoes and clematis, and living in the East End of
Charleston with her three cats -- White Cat, Black Cat, and Wild Cat.

Holly Ash
Holly Ash is one of
the newest members of
the North Fork Watershed
Project. A native of Tucker
County and a current
resident of Thomas, Holly is
a former Communications
major at West Virginia
University who now attends
online classes through
Blinn College of College
Station, Texas. She is
currently pursuing her degree
in Rhetorical Communication and hopes to someday teach on the
collegiate level.
Holly has started working with Tucker County High School
students on different projects sponsored by the FLOW and RIPPLE
grant programs. These programs are geared toward teaching children
and adolescents the value of community service while helping them
to build community awareness. Holly looks forward to continuing the
work she has begun with the project and helping to intensify overall
community awareness. In her spare time, Holly enjoys reading,
swimming and traveling. As well, we hear that Holly is an avid country
music singer.

Come out and join Holly for the Lonely Hearts Club Night for the
North Fork. See page 12 for details.
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West Virginia Facing Many 		

Water Quality Issues

Less than a year after anti-degradation laws were passed by the West Virginia Legislature to provide increased protection for West
Virginia’s rivers and streams, we find some of our most pristine waterways facing the threat of diminished water quality in spite
of the new rules. As America faces one of the worst economic downturns since the Great Depression, we find ourselves eager to
explore new energy sources, ways to do things more efficiently and with less cost. Industry finds themselves in the same position.
Whether it is looking to natural gas as an alternative energy source, a quarry looking to do business at a cheaper cost or sewer
permitting in clean streams on ground laden with karst, WV’s water quality may be facing a crisis of greatest proportions.
HELP PROTECT BACK CREEK
AND THE POTOMAC!!
by Sherri Evasic
The West Virginia Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) is
seeking to allow discharges into
Back Creek in Berkeley County,
WV via a new package treatment
facility for a 62 unit subdivision called the Sandpiper Fly-In
Community.
The site for the facility is in an
active karst floodplain, an area
with sinkholes, caves and voids
which throughout the year either
take in or discharge
water, depending on local conditions. The
presence of caves gives rise to the risk of
collapse and spillage of raw sewage into
this fragile watershed. Citizens
believe
that the trout that are caught in the Creek
every spring require a Tier 3 designation
and the additional protections that go
along with that.
WHAT ELSE MAY BE LOST!?
Spanning an estimated 100 or more
nautical miles Back Creek Valley’s
watershed is Berkeley County’s last oasis,
a pristine water body/small river known
as Back Creek, an important tributary of
the Potomac.
It is the last of our county’s once
unspoiled larger creeks/rivers. It provides
habitat for wildlife and unparalleled
recreational opportunities. This creek
is used by residents and non-residents
alike for fishing, kayaking, canoeing, bird
watching, swimming, snorkeling, tubing,
rafting, by 4-H clubs, scouting groups etc.
Back Creek is the core of the most
unique ecosystem in Berkeley County,
the last place where native plants, fish
and wildlife – from the smallest plant to
the largest predator – can still be found,
including federally listed, endangered,
and species of concern. Species such
as harperella, blue heron, river otters,
an array of fresh water clams, mussels,
sponges, soft shell and wood turtles,
more than fifteen types of fish including

Left and Below: Back Creek in Berkeley County

trout, the bald eagle, red-tailed
hawks etcetera. Back Creek, as
early as 1982, was considered
for inclusion in the National Park
Service’s Wild and Scenic River Designation Program.
The Blue Heron Environmental
Network is currently appealing the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit issued by the
West Virginia DEP on September 8, 2008,
for this discharge. Their hearing in front
of the Environmental Quality board will be
heard this sprint in Charleston at the DEP
Headquarters in Kanawha City. They are
being represented by Bradley W. Stephens of Morgantown with some
support from The Chesapeake Bay
Foundation.
HELP! Blue Heron needs donations to
pay for experts and legal fees.
Make your check or money order
payable to:
Blue Heron Environmental Network Inc.
(BHEN.). Memo line: Back Creek
Ecological Preservation Fund (B.C.E.P.F.)
Mail to: Blue Heron Environmental
Network Inc. 512 Paxton Cut Drive,
Hedgesville, WV. 25427
For more information call Sherri Evasic
of Blue Heron at 304-754-8717 or send
an e-mail to Bluheron7@netscape.com
The Blue Heron Environmental Network
Inc. is a non-profit 501 (C) (3)
organization.

SAVE RANDOLPH COUNTY!
Stop the Pond Lick Quarry!

The J.F. Allen Company has requested a
modification to their proposed Pond Lick
Mountain Quarry in the Bowden-Faulkner
area of Elkins. The modification is to
change the NPDES discharge limits into
the adjacent unnamed tributary of the
Shavers Fork River from Tier 2 to Tier 1.
Tier 2 waters are described as “high
quality” in their existing state. A Tier 1
classification would permit 100% of the
assimilative capacity of iron and
aluminum into the river. The company
states that they cannot afford the
approximately $19,000/year treatment
costs of the current Tier 2
classification and requests the discharge
limits be waived, stating that they are not
believed to be “economically achievable,”
according to a report by Potesta &
Associates Inc. for the J.F. Allen Company.
WHAT IS THE EFFECT?
Economic Impact: With tourism rapidly
becoming WV’s fastest growing industry,
rental property owners, shops,
restaurants, hotels, motels, sportsmen
and our children depend on these
resources for employment. Don’t stand by
and let the hollow promise of a wealthy
few destroy your future. Real jobs, real
money and real growth are on the line.
Quality of Life: The J.F. Allen Company
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wants us to surrender everything that
makes this a great place to live. His
promise? Sixty-five years of blasting,
pollution, dust, and heavy truck traffic.
After 65 years of extraction, they assure
us that we’ll be able to use this oncerenowned gateway to the Monongahela
National Forest as a site for a strip mall.
Don’t be concerned. They’ll plant brush
and shrubs before they leave. It’s all been
said and done before. Where have they
led us so far?

Natural Resources: Even the WVDNR
believes this to be a bad decision, saying,
“Given the significant recreational and
ecological value of Shavers Fork, we
cannot support the applicant’s request
for discharging aluminum and iron at 100
percent of assimilative capacity.”
If the WVDEP grants this precedent
setting request we can all say goodbye to
Stuart’s Park Recreation Area, the Bowden
Fish Hatchery, and the awe-inspiring
views that served as a reminder that this
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place was truly Wild and Wonderful. That
doesn’t include the hundreds of miles of
pristine waters downstream from the
proposed quarry that will be too polluted
to swim or fish in. The environmental
impact from this modification will be
astronomical in proportion.
HELP!
Say NO to the Pond Lick Quarry
Modification. Stand up to the special
interest groups that have burdened the
growth of West Virginia for too long. Join
the fight today and ensure the safety of
your most valuable assets. Support clean,
profitable, and sustainable industries.
Make a difference. Sign the petition or
contact yoru local policy makers.
The research is costly and we have been
having regular fundraisers to help with
the expenses, but we need more
donations. To Donate:
Make Checks payable to:
Citizens Protective Response.
P.O. Box 61 • Bowden, WV • 26254
For more information please contact Save
Randolph County by calling 304-636-9220
or by emailing info@saverandolphcounty.
org.
To view the interactive map to the left please
visit www.saverandolphcounty.com.

BATS DISEASE SPREADS TO WEST VIRGINIA HIGHLANDS
Extinctions Possible

Bats are dying in record numbers from
“White Nose Syndrome”, a deadly fungus
that is spreading from New England to the
Mid-Atlantic States. For the past year the
Friends of Blackwater has been
studying and calling attention to this
problem including urging West Virginia
reg-ulators to do surveys to see if the
disease has come to the West Virginia
Highlands. Finally evidence is coming in
from cavers and the West Virginia
Department of Natural Resources, and it
looks like our worst fears are being
realized!!
In January of this year bats with a
fungus were found by cavers in Pendleton
County. The John Guilday Caves Nature
Preserve property manager Dave West and
others conducted surveys on the first
weekend in February, “On the way to the
caves we found five dead bats along the
trail, which is unusual,” West said. “As
the counters proceeded to the rear of the

cave, they observed that roughly a quarter
of the bats they were counting, and they
counted over 400 that day … were
displaying a fungal growth that resembled
White Nose,”
When the group left the cave at twilight,
a number of bats were leaving the cave …
which they normally don’t do in the cold
months when there are no bugs to eat.
Bats with White Nose Syndrome
eventually starve to death. “We had a
pathologist present at the cave,” West
said. “She examined with a field necropsy
kit one of the bats that had been found
on the trail and found that it had no body
fat. It had starved.” (From WV Public Radio
2-5-09). So far signs of the disease have
been reported at four Pendleton County
caves including ones with endangered
Virginia big-eared bat and Indiana bats.
The largest maternity colony in the world
for Virginia big-eared bats is nearby!!
What does this mean for the Highlands,

for
human
health
and wellbeing, and for
regulatory policy?
In April of 2008,
Friends of Blackwater
partnered with the Center for Biological
Diversity, Heartwood, Restore the North
Woods and the Adirondack Council and
filed a Sixty Day Notice of Intent to Sue.
We asked federal agencies to rewrite
their management plans and biological
opinions on bats in the face of this possible
extinction of bats!! This demand is even
more important today! Please call the Fish
and Wildlife Service in Elkins at 304-6366586. and ask that they respond to
this Environmental Crisis in West
Virginia!!!
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Civil Rights Pioneer J. R. Clifford is Honored with
Commemorative Stamp
Blackwater Hero J. R.
Clifford (1848-1933),
West Virginia’s first African
American attorney, is
among twelve Civil Rights
Pioneers announced as
honorees on a 2009
Commemorative Stamp
sheet to be issued by
the United States Postal
Service. The scheduled
First Day of Issue is Feb.
21, 2009, and will be
nationally celebrated in
New York, NY, coinciding with the 100th
anniversary celebration of the NAACP.
In West Virginia, Friends of Blackwater
partnering with the WV Humanities Council,
US Postal Service, WV State Bar, the Mountain
State Bar, the WV Board of Education,
Charleston Branch of the NAACP, WV Division
of Culture and History and the Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority is hosting A Celebration Of
the JR Clifford Commemorative Stamp on
Friday, February 20, 2009 at 11:30 a.m.
at the Cultural Center in Charleston. A
reception will follow. Three hundred and fifty
high school students from Kanawha County
will attend. Speakers include Governor Joe
Manchin, retired West Virginia Supreme
Court Justice Larry Starcher, Speaker of the
WV House Rick Thompson, Kitty Dooley Esq.,
Arley Johnson, Dwayne Tinsley (WV State Bar
President) and Karen Schenck of the US Postal
Service. Other dignitaries attending: State
Superintendent Dr. Steven Paine, Historian

Connie Rice, Ken Sullivan
of the WV Humanities
Council, relatives of J.
R. Clifford, and Coston
Davis of the NAACP. The
event is free and open to
the public.
The story of Clifford’s
successful defense of
teacher Carrie Williams
w h o d eman d ed t h at
her students receive an
education equivalent to
white students is a powerful
vehicle for education and inspiration about
how ordinary people can challenge obstacles,
oppression and inequality through courage
and persistence. “At this exciting time when
we have new leadership in Washington,
we look back to what brought us here and
we find our local hero, J. R. Clifford, who
fought for civil rights and equality 110 years
ago, participated in the Niagara Movement,
(precursor to the NAACP), and launched the
movement that led to the Brown vs. Board
of Education decision and the Voting Rights
Act of 1965,” explained Kitty Dooley. Dooley
is a Friends of Blackwater Advisory Board
member, Charleston attorney and Mountain
State Bar Association Past President who
has participated in over 30 J. R. Clifford
presentations.
In 2008 Friends of Blackwater worked with
RESA III teachers to create instructional
materials and lesson plans for grades 8,
10, 11 and 12 through grants from the WV

In memory of our friend Tom Kelly and his love for West Virginia

Humanities Council
and Appalachian
Community Fund.
These lesson plans
were presented to the
WV Board of Education
and they expressed
support at their January
15, 2009 meeting.
The Clifford Project
of FOB will provide
teacher training on the
lesson plans during
the WVDOE Summer
Social Studies Conference in Bridgeport in
July.
In November and December Justice Larry
Starcher and Attorney Kitty Dooley presented
the J. R. Clifford Curriculum at Riverside
High School in Quincy, Woodrow Wilson
High School in Beckley, Mount View Middle
School in Welch, and Big Creek High School
in War. Free public community forums were
held in Charleston and Welch attended by
local elected officials, attorneys, community
leaders, and interested individuals. In
January, Social Studies Coordinator for the
WV Department of Education sent out the J.
R. Clifford website www.jrclifford.org to all
social studies teachers in the state so they
can download the lesson plans online.
Any individual, school, church or civic
organization that would like to have a
presentation on J. R. Clifford and the
curriculum contact Julie Palas at 304-345-7663
or jrcliffordproject@saveblackwater.org.
by Stan Klem

Thomas Kelly was born in Illinois in 1947 and as a young boy visited Blackwater Falls several times
with his father who was born in West Virginia. Both loved the mountains, streams, and wildlife and
all they had to offer. When Tom grew into manhood, he went to college, earned a PhD in cell biology
at the University of Illinois, and did post-doctoral work at the University of Pennsylvania and Notre
Dame. Along the way, Tom married and had two sons. When Tom was offered a position as a Research
Physiologist with the USDA, he moved his young family to the Maryland suburbs.
It was here in 1983 that my wife and I first met Tom Kelly and his wife Lynn, and our friendship
centered around our children. Both of us had two sons, who were the same ages, attended the same
elementary school, and who quickly became best friends. Tom loved sports—hiking, biking, basketball,
racquetball, and tennis. As a father Tom shared his love of sports with his sons, who in time became
quite competitive, just like their dad. Over the next dozen years, our families spent a great deal of
quality time together.
In the summer of 1985 our first group vacation was to the West Virginia Highlands, where we rented
a cabin together in Canaan Valley. That first afternoon Tom and I and our four boys hiked through Muddy Creek and Swallow Falls
at Deep Creek, before joining our wives in Canaan. The next day we spent all our time at both Blackwater and Elekala Falls. And
although this first trip lasted only 3 days, we were all hooked on the rugged beauty of the mountains, streams, and wildlife. Over
the next 10 summers, our two families regularly vacationed together in Canaan Valley and always made a visit to Blackwater Falls
a special part of every trip.
Up on Cabin Mountain in Canaan there is a large rock ledge overlooking the entire Valley--a place where we would always stop
to rest and enjoy the spectacular view of the valley below. In 1996, Tom, at age 49, was stricken with a heart condition that all
too quickly took his life. That following summer, both of our families returned to the Valley, climbed up onto Cabin Mountain, and
dedicated that beautiful vista to our departed friend—a place we now lovingly refer to as “Tom’s Rock.”
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by Marc D’Aloisio

My grandfather (Antonio Quattrocchi) worked as a coal
miner and listed his address as Coketon, as does my
mother’s birth certificate. The photo at the top right
is a picture of my grandmother Petronilla (DiBacco) Quattrocchi and my mother Eda in Coketon.
My mother, their oldest child, was born September 15, 1922, so I would guess this picture was taken around 1923.
I know my Mother’s parents came from
Sulmona Italy. They came to West
Virginia, most likely because there were
relatives (Quattrocchi on my
Grandfather’s side and DiBacco on my
Grandmother’s side) and work there. My
Mother was born in Coketon in 1922. The
photo at the top left is of my grandfather
Anthony Quattrocchi, my grandmother,
my Mother, and her sister Emily.
Sometime, most likely in the late 1920s
they moved to Hartford CT, where my
Mom and Dad met and were married in
1946 (married for 61 and a half years when
my Mom passed away this past year). The
photo at the bottom left is my mother, her
sister, and brother.
My Mom said the reason they moved up here was that my Grandfather had been
in a couple of cave-ins in the mines and survived uninjured. My Grandmother was
afraid he would get killed in the mines and convinced him to give up mining.
Another story my Mother told about the uncle who we visited was that his wife had
given him a religious medal to wear while in the mines. He didn’t think much of it and
put it up on the wall of the mine. That day there was a cave in and he very narrowly
escaped being crushed. After that, he always kept the medal with him. My brother still
has my grandfather’s pick, that we believe he brought from West Virginia and had used
in the coal mines.
I was in West Virginia with my parents as a child many years ago. I remember we
went to visit my mother’s great uncle, although I do not recall his name. I remember
the houses being built on the side of a mountain and picking coal up off the ground. I still
have a piece of it. The photo on the bottom right, which we found in my Mother’s
belongings is one that my Father took
when we went to West Virginia when I
was younger. The back of the picture
says it is the house in which my Mother
was born.
Marc originally contacted Friends of
Blackwater via our website looking for
additional information about the area,
possible family, and Davis Coal and Coke.
If you have any information you can share
you can email Marc directly at marc@marcd.
org or you can contact Friends of Blackwater
at 877-982-5263 or by email at outreach@
saveblackwater.org. If you have a story
about your Blackwater related family tree
that you would like to share please contact
us.
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Salamanders and Tortillas?

For those of you out there who still believe that a “hellbender” is a giant
salamander found in the cool, clean waters of rocky streams throughout
West Virginia and other Appalachian states, it is time to rethink your
position. In Davis, WV a hellbender is a large burrito stuffed to overfull
with shrimp or chicken, buffalo sauce and blue cheese. While you probably
wouldn’t and shouldn’t eat the salamander, you most definitely will want
the burrito. Opened by husband and wife team Melissa and Rob Borowitz
in 2007, Hellbender Burritos has quickly become
a huge hit with both locals and tourists.
Melissa, originally of Charleston, WV,
and Rob, originally of central Pennsylvania, are
both alumni of WVU. (Robert has an economics
degree and Melissa has a chemistry degree).
They met and started dating in Morgantown in
1997. Melissa moved to DC in 1999 with Rob
following in 2002, all the while looking for an
opportunity to return to West Virginia. Such
an opportunity came on a family vacation to
Blackwater Falls in 2004, when Rob and Melissa
spotted a building for sale and decided to buy
it . With Rob’s twenty years of experience in the
business, a restaurant seemed like a sure winner. After more than a year
of renovations and travelling back and forth from DC, and then finally
making the move, Rob and Melissa moved to their living quarters above
the restaurant and Hellbender Burritos was no longer a dream but a
reality. And in this case, reality is a very good thing!
Rob and Melissa settled on burritos as the main cuisine because
they wanted something that was different from what was already
available, yet still complemented the town and the people who live and
visit there. No matter what your taste or dietary requirements, you will
find something you like among the multitude of burritos named after
the various outdoor recreational pursuits available in Tucker County. And
if you don’t like what you see you always have the option to build your
own. While you wait for your burrito, don’t forget to snack on some of
their delicious homemade guacamole or spicy black bean dip with tortilla
chips.
For more information about Hellbender Burritos, you can visit them on
the internet at www.hellbenderburritos.com.

The North Fork Watershed Project is having
a “Lonely Hearts Club Night” Fundraiser.
It is being held at the Mountain State
Brewing Company in Thomas on
Friday February 20, 2009 from 7 pm
until close. There will be free food,
silent auction and live music.
DJ Dark Fader will also be playing.
Come join Holly and Lori and support
the efforts to restore the North Fork of the
Blackwater.

Ginny Plays Outside...........but how long before those days end?

We are raising funds for our
pending lawsuit to restore
federal protection to Ginny
before extinction becomes a
reality. Please help us by
ordering a t-shirt with one
of the logos to the right. The
shirts are 100% cotton and
very cool!

Name___________________________________
Address__________________________________
And Baby Dylan Sumner Halbert
makes three.Some of you may
remember the story of mom Kristin
Taverna and dad Jason Halbert and
how they fell in love because of
Blackwater Canyon.Well this little cutie
is the newest chapter in their story. We
wish them many, many more chapters.

City___________________State_____Zip______
Please indicate number, style and size of shirts you are ordering.

Mail completed form along with a check payable
to Friends of Blackwater to:
		
Friends of Blackwater
		
501 Elizabeth St.
		
Charleston, WV 25311

Outdoor Ginny T-shirts

$12.50 each
+ 3.00 Shipping and
Handling per order

#

Kayaking Ginny
		
S - M - L- XL - 2X
Mountain Biking Ginny
		
S - M - L- XL - 2X
Rock Climbing Ginny
		
S - M - L- XL - 2X
Skiing Ginny
		
S - M - L- XL - 2X
Total # Shirts

x 12.50 =
+ Shipping & Handling
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Total
			

3.00

